
CI{AP'IER XIII

The UnitY of the Mind

I s l ret- l  begin by ment ioning those facts about the

mind rvhich everyone admits and which every theory

has to take into account.
(r)  I t  is  admit ted that the total  state of  a man's mind

aL any moment may be, and general ly is,  d i f ferent iated.

This differentiation takes trvo different forms' (ri) My

total  state of  mind at  any moment nray consist  of

mental events of various kirtds. I may be feeling tired,

utdutittg tea, thinhing 0f rny book, and so on. (/) There

may be in my total  mental  state at  any moment a

number o[  mental  events rvhich are of  the same kind

but lrave different epistemological oly'ects. I may be

thinking of  my tea, of  my book, of  the mult ip l icat ion-

table,  and so on. We may sum this up by saying that

the tc-rtal state of a mind at any time may be differentiated

qual i tat ively or object ively or in both lvays.  As we

have seen, ident i ty of  qual i ty is compat ib le rv i th diversi ty

of  objects.  Simi lar ly,  ident i ty of  object  is  compat ib le

wit l r  d iversi ty <. ' f  qual i ty.  8.g. ,  I  might at  the same t ime

be thinking of  my tea, lorrging for mv tea, and so on.

Probably ever.y total  state of  mind is diversi f ied both

qual i tat ively and object ively I  and no doubt there are

int imate causal  connexions betrveen the two kinds of

c l i f ferent iat ion.  St i l l ,  they are dist inct  forms of  d i f ferent ia-

t ion even i f  they never occur in isolat ion f rom each other.

(z)  On the' face of  i t  there are t lvo f r ' rndamental ly

cl i f fererr t  k inds of  mental  events '  v iz. ,  those which do

and those rvhich do not have epistemological  objects.

Comparc,  r .g. ,  the two statements "  l  feel  t i red" or "  I
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feel  cross" wi th the two statements t ' l  see a chair"  or

" I want my tea ". The former seem to express /tozu,
and not zultat, I am feeling. The latter seem to express
zahat, and not hoza, I am perceiving or desiring. I wil l
cal l  them respect ively t 'non-referent ia l"  and , . refer-

ent ia l"  mental  events.  (Cf.  Chap. VI.)  Some people
have argued that all mental events are really referential.
This may possibly be true; but their  arguments do
not convince me, and their  conciusion seems to me
paradoxical .  I  th ink i t  very l ikely that  my total  mental
state at  any moment is never whol ly non-referent ia l
and never whol ly referent ia l  ;  but  th is is as far  as I
am wi l l ing to go. I  therefore assume that there are
these two di f ferent k inds of  mental  event,  however
closely they may always be connected rvith each other
in real  l i fe.

(S) At the same t ime there exist  a number of  d i f ferent
total mental states, u'hich we say ', belong to different
minds " .  I t  is  possible for  there to be two contemporary
mental  events which have exact ly the same determinate
qual i t ies and the same epistemological  object  ;  but  these
two mental  events cannot belong to the same mind.
(To this i t  would general ly be added that no mental
event can belong to more than one mind, and that every
mental  event must belong to some mind. But,  in v iew
of the facts of abnormal and supernormal psychology,
i t  would perhaps be unwise to insist  on th is as strongly
as on the other points which have been ment ioned.)

(4) Certain series of successive total mental states are
said to "belong to a s ingle mind".  And the events
rvhich are differentiations of a pair of total states belong-
ing to the same mind themselves belong to that  mind.
( I t  would commonly be held that  every total  mental
state is part of the history of some mind which endures
for some time and has other earlier or later total states.)

These are the n.rain facts rvhich every theory has to
take into consideration. I now propose to state various
theoretically possible analyses of them.
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Alternative Theories about the Unity of the Mind.-
We may begin by dividing all theories into two great
groups, viz. (A) Centre-Theories, and (B) Non-centre-
Theories. By a centre-theory I mean a theory which

ascribes the unity of the mind to the fact that there is a

certain particular existent-a Centre-which stands in

a common asymmetrical relation to all the mental events

which would be said to be states of a certain mind, and

does not stand in this relation to any mental events

which would not be said to be states of this mind. By

a non-centre theory I mean one which denies the

existence of any such particular Centre, and ascribes the

unity of the mind to the fact that certain mental events

are directly inter-related in certain characteristic ways,

and that other mental events are not related to these

in the peculiar way in which these are related to each

other.
Now centre-theories may be sub'divided into (a) Pure

Ego Theories, and (D) Theories that do not assume a

Pure Ego. By a Pure Ego I understand a particular

existent which is of a different kind from any event; it

owns various events, but it is not itself an event. No

doubt the commonest form of the Centre theory has in-

volved a Pure Ego. But it seems conceivable that the

uni ty of  the mind might be due to the existence of  a

Centre, and yet that this centre might itself be an event.

It is possible that this is what Will iam fames had in

mind when he talked of the " passing thought " as being

the " thinker ". So we had better teave room for theories

of this type.
(A, 

") 
Pure Ego Theories. Theories which assume a

special kind of existent Centre-a Pure Ego-may be

divided according to the view rvhich they take about

mental eveirts. A mental event is certainly a Substan-

tive; i.e., it is the kind of entity which can be a logical

subject of a proposition, but cannot play any other part

in a proposition. But there are two different kinds of

substantives, viz., those which exist and those which
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only subsist .  A Pure Ego, i f  there be such a thing, is
an existent substantive. A fact or a proposition is a
substantive, in the sense defined above. We can say
that " The execution of Charles I was a political mis-
take " or that " It is probable that Edwin will marry
Angelina ". Here rve have facts or propositions function-
ing as subjects of other propositions. And they cannot
play any other part in a proposition. They are therefore
substantives. But they do not exist (though they may
contain existents as constituents) ; they merely subsist.
Now, granted that mental events are substautives, it
might be held (i) that they are merely subsistent, or
(ii) that they are existent substantives. Non-centre
theories about the mind are obliged to hold that mental
events are existent substantives ; but Pure Ego theories
have already got an existent substantive, viz., the Pure
Ego. They can therefore take their choice about mental
events. They can regard mental events either as facts
about Pure Egos, or as existents of a pecuiiar kind rvhich
stand in specially intimate connexion with existents of
another kind, v iz. ,  Pure Egos. We wi l l  now consider
these two forms of Pure Ego theory in turn.

(i) On this view there is a plurality of different Pure
Egos. All these Pure Egos have certain causal char-
acteristics or t'faculties", e.g., the power of remember-
ing, the powerof reasoning and so on. Beside this, each
Pure Ego at each moment has some determinate form of
some determinable non-causal quality; and each Pure
Ego at each moment has some determinate form of some
determinable relation to some object or other. A mental
event is the fact that a certain Pure Ego has a certain
determinate form of a certain determinable non-causal
quality at a certain moment ; or it is the fact that a
certain Pure Ego stands at a certain moment in a certain
determinate form of some determinable non.causal re-
lation to a certain object. The first kind of fact is what
rve have called a " non-referential " mental event ; the
second kind of fact is what we have called a ,'referential "
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mental  event.  E.g. ,  we might take , .  t i redness "  as one
determinable quality, and " crossness " as another. Then
the mental event of feeling tired is the fact that a certain
Pure Ego has a certain determinate form of the quality
of t iredness at a certain moment. Again, perceiving and
desiring would be two determinable relations; and the
mental event of seeing.a chair would be the fact that a
certain Pure Ego has this determinate form of the relation
of perceivin g at a certain moment to a certain chair.
Now a Pure Ego can have determinate forms of several
different determinable qualit ies at the same time i eB.t
it can at the same time have the quality of t iredness in
a certain degree and the quality of crossness in a certain
degree. Similarly, it may have the same determinate
relation to several different objects at the same time, or
it may have at the same time different kinds of relation
to the same object. A total mental state would then be
the fact that a certain Pure Ego at a certain moment has
several different non-causal qualit ies, stands in non-
causal relations of several different kinds, and stands in
the same kind of non-causal relation to several different
objects. To say that all these contemporary mental
events are differentiations of a single total state of a
certain mind is just to say that each of them is a fact
about the same Pure Ego and the same moment of t ime
and about different qualit ies or relations or the same
relation and different objects.

So much for what we might cal l  the ' ( t ransverse uni ty
of a cross-section of the history of a mind " on this view.
The "  longi tudinal  uni ty "  of  a mind, as we might cal l
i t ,  could be explained on this v iew in two al ternat ive
rvays. (a) The simplest theory would be that the same
Pure Ego persists ; and that it has different determinate
qualit ies, or stands in different determinate relations, or
stands in the same determinate relations to different
objects, at different t imes. To say that two successive
total states are states of the same mind is just to say
that both of them are facts about the same Pure Ego,
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about different moments of t ime, and about the same or
different qualit ies or relations or objects. (B) It rvould,
however, be possible to hold a vierv which is a kind of
compromise betrveen a Central and a non-Central
Theory. It might be held that the unity of each total
state requires a Pure Ego. But it might be held that
the longitudinal unity of a mind does not require that
one and the same Pure Ego should be a common con-
stituent of a series of successive total states. It might
be held that there is a different Pure Ego for each
different total state of the same mind, and that two
successive total states are assigned to the same mind
because of certain characteristic relations which they
have to each other and which they do not have to other
total states which would not be assigned to this mind.
This second Theory is a Central Theory for the trans-
verse unity, and a non-Central Theory for the longi-
tudinal  uni ty of  the mind.

Whichever form of this theory we may take it follorvs
that every mental  event must be t 'orvned "  by some
Pure Ego. For every mental event is a fact about
some Pure Ego, and it may be said to be " owned "
by the Pure Ego rvhich it is about. I think that it
would also follow from either form of the theory that no
mental  event could be owned by more than one Pure
Ego. For a mental event is the fact that a certain Pure
Ego has a certain quality or stands in a certain relation
to a certain object at a certain moment. Now, although
two Pure Egos might have precisely the same quality
and stand in precisely the same relation to the same
object at the same time, yet it would be one fact that
Pure Ego A had this quality or stood in this relation
to this object, and it would be another fact that Pure
Ego B did so. Hence there would be two mental
events and not one. Finally, although on either form
of the theory every mental event would be orvned by
some Pure Ego and no mental event would be orvned
by more than one, it would be possible on the second
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form of the theory that there might be mental eventg
which were not states of any mind. For there might
be certain mental events which did not stand in such
relations to any mental event of earlier or later date that
the two could be regarded as successive slices of the
history of a mind.

(i i) We wil l now consider the second great division of
Pure Ego theories, viz., those which regard mental
events as existent substantives and not merely as sub.
sistent facts about the qualit ies and relations of Pure
Egos. On this type of theory rve must suppose that
non-causal qualit ies, such as tiredness or crossness,
belong, not to Pure Egos, but to mental events. We
must further assume a peculiar asymmetric relation of

' rownership" between a Pure Ego and certain mental
events. On the first form of Pure Ego theory .(owner.

ship " was not a peculiar material relation ; a Pure Ego
owned a state when the state was the fact that this Pure
Ego had such and such a quality or stood in such and
such a relation at a certain time. Ownership was thus
the fonnal relation of a subject to a fact about that
subject. On the present form of the theory mental
events are not facts about Pure Egos, and the owner-
ship of a mental event by a Pure Ego cannot be dealt
with in this simple way.

Let us consider the analysis of a typical mental state
on the two forms of the Pure Ego theory. We will
begin rvith the kind of state which is expressed by the
phrase " I feel tired ". On the first form of the theory
this can be analysed into: .. A certain Pure Ego has a
certain determinate form of the determinable quality of
tiredness now.'l On the second form of the theory it
would be analysed into:  . ,There is a mental  event
characterised by a certain determinate form of the deter-
minable quality of t iredness, and this event is owned
by a certain Pure Ego." Next let us consider a refer.
ential mental event, such as that which would be
expressed by the phrase: , , I  am thinking of  the number
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2." On the first form of the theory this could be
analysed into:  "A certain Pure Ego stands norv in a
certain determinate form of the determinable relation
of 'cognis ing' to the number 2."  On the second form
of the theory it could be analysed into : " There is a
mental event rvhich stands in a certain determinate form
of the determinable relation of ' cognising' to the
number z, and this event is owned by a certain Pure
Ego."

There are several points to be noticed about these
alternative analyses. In the first place, on both theories
there is a relation of the Pure Ego to the mental event,
and also a relation of the Pure Ego to the determinate
quality, in the case of a non-referential state of mind.
On the first theory, the Pure Ego is characterised directly
by tiredness ; on the second theory, the Pure Ego has
to the quality of t iredness a compound relation which is
the logical  product of  the two relat ions of  "owning"
and " being characterised by ". For, on the second
theory, the Pure Ego ozans something which is
characterised d7 tiredness. The difference is that, on the
first theory, the relation between the Pure Ego and the
quality is direct, l ike that of father to son ; whilst, on
the second theory, it is indirect, l ike that of uncle to
nephew. Again, on the first theory, the relation of
Pure Ego to mental event is the formal relation of a
subject to a tbct about that subject ; whilst, on the
second theory, it is the non-formal relation of " owner-
ship " between one existent substantive of a certain kind
and another existent substantive of a different kind.
Similar remarks apply to referential mental states on
the two theories. On the first theory, the Pure Ego
stands directly in a cognitive relation to an object. On
the second theory, it stands in a compound relation to
this object ; this relation is the logical product of the
two relat ions of  "  owning "  and , .  cognis ing "  ;  for  the
Ptrre Ego ozuns something which cognises the object.
It must, therefore, be admitted that both theories are
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able to deal u'ith all the various relations which any
theory has to recognise ; they differ here only in the
fact that a relation rvhich is direct and simple on one
theory is indirect and complex on the other. Secondly,
on the present form of the Pure Ego theory it is not
logically impossible that there-should be mental events
which are not owned by any Pure Ego at all ; nor is it
logical ly impossible that  some mental  events should
be orvned at once by several Pure Egos. On the first
form of the theory it follorved logically from the nature
of mental events that there could not be unowned or
common mental  events;  i f  th is is to be maintained on
the present form of the theory it rvil l  be necessary to
add certain synthetic propositions about the relation
of t t  orvnership " .

There is one other point  which had better be men-

tioned at this stage. As stated by us, both forms of
tbe l)ure Ego theory have presupposed a plurality of

di f ferent determinable mental  qual i t ies and a plural i ty

of different determinable relations to an epistemological

object. On the first theory these qualit ies directly

characterise the Pure Ego, and these relations directly

connect the Pure Ego with epistemological objects; on

the second theory the qualit ies directly characterise

mental  events,  and the relat ions direct ly connect mental

events with epistemological objects. Norv I do not

think that  e i ther theory could dispense with a plural i ty

of different.determinable mental qualit ies. For there

are certainly different kinds of feeling, such as " feeling

t i red", t t feel ing cross",  etc. ,  and i t  seems impossible

to regard the difference between feeling tired and feeling

cross as simply a difference of relation to some object or

as a difference in the objects to which something is

related. It rvould seem then as if " t iredness " and
ti crossness " were so many different non - relational

determinables.  But,  i f  we once grant a plural i ty of

di f ferent determinable mental  qual i t ies,  i t  might be

suggested that rve could do without a plurality of
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different determinable mental rclations to objects. We
have counted cognis ing as one kind of  determinable
relation to an object, and desiring as another kind of
determinable relation to an object. But could rve not
manage with only a s ingle determinable relat ion to an

object, rvhich rve might call " objective reference " ? M ight
not the di f ference betrveen cognis ing and desir ing s imply
be a difference in the qualit ies of the term which stands
at the moment in the relation of reference to an object?
On the first form of the Pure Ego theory this su$gestion
u'ould work out as follorvs. Suppose I think of my tea
first, and then desire my tea. There would, on both
occasions, be simply some determinate form of the
general relation of reference between my Pure Ego and
my tea. But on the second occasion, i.e,, vhen I desired
my tea in addi t ion to th inking of  i t ,  my Pure Ego would
have a certain character ist ic qual i ty which i t  d id not
have on the first occasion. A thing rvould be " desired "
rvhen it stood in the relation of being " referred to "
by a Pure Ego rvhich had at the time a certain specific
quality. On the second form of the Pure Ego theory
the suggestion rvould rvork out as follorvs. A desire
for my tea would be a mental event rvhich (a) has a
certain characteristic quality, and (/) has the relation of
objective reference to my tea. A mere thought of my
tea rvould be a mental event rvhich (a) lacks this charac-
teristic quality, and (d) has the relation of objective
reference to my tea. It may be remarked that all other
mental attitudes torvards objects presuppose the cognitive
ai t i tude; rve cannot desire,  fear,  hate,  or  love anything,
rvithout having an idea of the object torvards rvhich rve
take this at t i tude. Hence i t  would be plausible to
ident i fy the cogni t ive relat ion rv i th the general  re lat ion
of objective reference; and to suppose that all other
mental  at t i tudes consist  of  the holding of  th is relat ion
between a Prrre Ego or a mental  event and an epistemo-
logical object, together rvith the fact that this Pure
U::  , .  mental  event has at  the t ime a certain character-
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ist ic qual i tv rvhich determines whether the at t i tude is

cal led t 'desire " ,  of  t ' love " ,  c l r  ' (  hate "  or  rvhat not.
'fhus rve get a cross-division of Pure Ego theories

.according to rvltether they do or do nol assume a

plural i ty of  d i f ferent k inds of  re lat ion of  reference to

objects.  I  rv i l l  norv leave thc exposi t ion of  the var ious

possible forms of Pr.rre Ego theory, and rvil l  pass to the

theory of  a Centre rvhich is an event and not a Pure Ego.
(A, b) C-en/t 'a/-Euen/ Tluories. It is evident that thcse

form a kind of half - rvay h<>use betrveen Pure Ego

theor ies and Non-Centre Theor ies of  the mind. They

resemble Pure Ego theor ies in the fact  that  the

uni ty of  a total  mental  state at  any moment depends

on a common relat ion in which al l  i ts  d i f ferent iat ions

stand to a common Centre.  They resemble Non-Centre

Theor ies in the fact  that  th is Centre is i tsel f  an event and

not a pecul iar  k ind of  existent substant ive;  i t  is  of  the

same nature as the events rvhich i t  uni f ies.  I  th ink that

the most plausible form of th is theory would be to

ident i iy  the Central  Event at  any moment wi th a mass

of bodi ly feel ing.  The longi tudinal  uni ty of  a sel f

through a per iod of  t ime rvould then depend on the

fact  that  there is a mass of  bodi ly feel ing which goes on

cont inuously throughout th is per iod and var ies in

qual i ty not at  a l l  or  very s lorv ly.  At  any moment there

are many such masses of  bodi ly feel ing,  which are

numerical ly di f ferent horvever much they may be al ike

in qual i ty.  ' fhese form the Centres of  a nurnber of

different contemporary total states of mind. Each of

them is a th in s l ice of  a long and highly uni form strand

of bodi ly feel ing ;  and each of  these strands of  bodi ly

feel ing accounts for  the longi tudinal  uni ty of  onc mind.

The transversc uni ty of  a total  mental  statc nr ight  be

accounted for in two different ways on this theory,

rvhich are s i rn i lar  to forms ( i )  and ( i i )  of  the Pure Ego

theory.  ( i )  We might suppose t l . rat  each cross-sect i<ln

of one o[  these stratrds has v:rr iotrs other qual i t ies beside

that qual i ty in whictr  a l l  adjacent cross-sect ions of  the
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same strand closely resemble each other. These other
qualit ies may vary sharply betrveen adjacent cross-
sections of the same strand. .E.g., suppose we take
t$,o adjacent sections of a certain strand, each of
which lasts for a minute. There may be a predominant
resemblance in quality between the two ; but the first
may have in addi t ion a ( , toothachy" qual i ty,  and the
second may have in addition a ,, headachy " quality.
The transverse unity of the total mental state wil l
consist in the fact that the same Central Event has a
plural i ty of  d i f ferent determinate qual i t ies in addi t ion
to that quality in which it resembles adjacent Central
Events of the same strand. So far we have con-
sidered only non-objective mental events. Objective
mental events could be dealt with as follorvs. We might
suppose that the same Central Event, which has these
var ious qual i t ies,  a lso stands in var ious determinate
forms of various determinable relations to vari<_lus
objects. The fact that a Central Event stands in strch
and such a determinate form of such and such a relat ion
to such and such an object rvil l  be, on this vierv, rvhat
is meant by saying that such and such a referential
mental  state is occurr ing in such and such a mind.

( i i )  The other at ternat ive would be to assume a
plural i ty of  existent mental  events beside those which
are bodily feelings and constitute Central Events.
Tbese other events would then have characteristic
mental  qual i t ies and stand in character ist ic mental
relations to objects of various kinds. And the transverse
uni ty of  a total  mental  state would consist  in the fact
that  a s ingle central  bodi ly feel ing stands in a certain
common relat ion to a number of  otber mental  events,
each of  which has i ts orvn character ist ic qual i t ies,  and
some of which stand in characteristic relations to clbjects,

As in the case of the Pure Ego theory, rve might try
to do without a plural i ty of  d i f ferent determinable mental
relat ions to objects,  provided we accept a plural i ty of
nrental  qual i t ies.  We might postulate a s ingle deter-
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minable mental  rc lat ion of  , ,  object ive reference " .  And
we might dist inguish the apparent ly di f ferent k inds of
objective reference, such as desire, love, fear, etc., by
characteristic differences in the quality of the term which
stands in the relation of objective reference to an object.

(B) Non-Cenlral T/teories. These Theories try to
dispense rvith the assumption of an etistent centre,
whether i t  be a Pure Ego or a Central  Event.  The uni ty
of a total mental state consists in the fact that a number
of contemporary mental events, each with its own char-
acter ist ic qual i t ies,  are direct ly interrelated in certain
characteristic ways. There are other contemporary
mental events which are not related in these rvavs to a
given set of  interrelated mental  events of  th is k inO.
These ei ther belong to no mind at  a l l ,  or  to a contem-
porary total state of some other mind. The longitudinal
uni ty of  a mind is due to the fact  that  certain non-
contemporary total mental states, of the kind iust
described, are related to each other in characteristic
ways. I t  is  obviously logical ly possible on such a
theory that there should be mental events which do not
belong to any total mental state, and total mental states
which do not belong to any mind.

There are several remarks of a general logical character
to be made on the relation between Central and Non_
Central  Theor ies.  ( i )  I f  a number of  terms stand in a
common relation to a certain other term it necessarily
follorvs that they u'i l l  stand in a symmetricat relation tt
each other. E.g., if A and B be both children of X. thev
necessarily stand in the relation of ,, brother-or-sister " tL
each other.  This consequence may be cal led merely
" analyt ic " ,  s ince the relat ion of  , ,brother_or_sister i '

between A and B just ,neans that A is a child of someone
who is a parent of  B.  But ( i i )  the fact  that  a number of
terms stand in a common relation to a certain other term
ttay entail a consequence about the relation of these
terms to each other rvhich is not merely analytic.
Suppose, e.g., that four points A, B, C, and D are all
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at the same distance from a point  X.  Then i t  necessar i ly
fo l lows that the angle ABD is equal  to the angle ACD.
This consequence about the relat ions of  the points cannot
be cal led merely analyt ic ;  for  i t  is  certainly not a mere
restatement or rveakening of  the statement that  A, B, C,
and D are al l  at  the same distance from X. I t  might
have been recognised by a person who had never sus-
pected that there rvas a point X from rvhich these four
points were equidistant.  We must,  therefore,  admit
that the direct relations rvhich we discover betrveen
a number of  terms may in fact  be entai led by their
standing in a common relat ion to some other term.
( i i i )  I f  a number of  terms be interrelated direct ly in a
characteristic rvay it follorvs analytically that there is
sontetlt ing to which they all stand in a common asym-

metr ical  re lat ion,  even though there be no Existent

Centre in the system. For each of  them is a const i tuent

in thefact that they are all related to each other in this

part icular rvay;  and so this fact  stands in a common

asymmetr ical  re lat ion to al l  these terms. Thus, even i f

a number of  interrelated terms have no Existent Centre,

there is always a certain substant ive,  which subsists

though i t  does not exist ,  which stands in a common

asymmetr ical  re lat ion to al l  of  them and might be cal led

their  "  subsistent Centre " .  ( iv)  What has just  been

asserted is merely an analytic consequence of the fact

that  the terms in quest ion are interrelated. But the fact

that a number of terms are directly interrelated nny

entai l  the synthet ic consequence that there is an Existent

Centre which stands in a common asymmetr ical  re lat ion

to them al l .  I f  the four points A, B, C, and D be so
related to each other that  the angle ABD is equal  to
the angle ACD i t  fo l lows that these points are concycl ic,
i.e., that there is a certain point X from which they arc

al l  equidistant.  And this is not a mere restatement or

rveakening of  the or ig inal  statement about the equal i ty
of  the t rvo angles.  I t  must,  therefore,  bc admit ted that

the direct  re lat ions which rve discover among a set  of

s6g
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terms ,na! in fact entail that there is a certain Existent
Centre which stands in a common asymmetric relation
to all of them. Lastly (v) we must notice that theories
of the Non-Central Type are not obliged to hold that the
relations which bind certain contemporary mental events
into a total mental state, or the relations which bind

personal pronouns, l ike .. I " and .. you ", presupposes
that we recognise the existence of Centres ; and that Non_
Central Theories are necessarily incapable of accounting
for this fact. We see that this preliminary objectioi
is baseless. Even on Non-Central Theories there is
necessarily something rvhich can be called .. f " or
"  You " .  This something is a substant ive,  and i t  stands
in a common asymmetrical relation to .. my " state or to
" your " states respectively. The only difference between
Central and Non-Central Theories is about the logical
nature of this substantive. On Central Theories i i is a
particular existent, either a Pure Ego or a Central Event.
On Non-Central Theories this substantive is a Fact about
certain mental events and their interretations, and so its
mode of being is subsistence and not existence. What
the opponents of Non-Central Theories have to prove is,
therefore, not simply that the unity of the mindlnvolves
an entity other than its states, rvhich stands in a common
asymmetrical relation to all these states ; but that this
entity is an e.ristenl and not merely a subsistent substantive.

On the other hand, it is often objected in lhnine to
Central Theories (and, in particular, to pure Ego
Theories) that all that rve can observe is mental .,,r"nt.
and their direct relations to each other. We cannot
observe Pure Egos and their relations to mental events
or to objects. As against this preliminary objection it rvas
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worth while to remark that, if there rvere an Existent

Centre, this fact might entail synthetically the subsistence

of certain direct relations between the mental events which

it unifies. And conversely that the subsistence of certain

observable relations between a set of mental events might

entail that there was an Existent Centre to which they

all stood in a certain common relation. In this connexion

the follorving remark may be of interest by way of

analogy. The existence of conic sections was recognised'

and many of their properties rvere worked out, long

before it was knorvn that to each conic section there is a

peculiar point (the Focus) and a peculiar straight l ine

(the Directrix) and that all the other properties of any

conic entail and are entailed by the fact that every point

on it is such that its distance from the focus bears a fixed

ratio to its distance from the directrix.

It remains to be noticed that Non-Central Theories,

l ike Central Theories, may take two different forms

according to rvhether we assume a plurality of different

determinabte relations of objective reference, such as

cognis ing, desir ing,  loving, etc. '  or  content ourselves

with a single determinable relation of objective reference

and a plural i ty of  d i f ferent determinable qual i t ies in the

terms which stand in this relation to objects. We must

remark here, however, that a sti l l  further degree of

simplif ication has been attempted by certain philosophers,

such as Wi l l iam James and Bertrand Russel l .  Al l

forms of all theories rvhich we have so far mentioned

have distinguished shar.ply between the constituents of. a

mind and its objects. The objects of the mind were'

never supposed to be also constituents of it, except

possibly in the very special case where the mind is

introspecting and making one of its own states into an

object. ' On the first form of the Pure Ego theory the

mind can hardly be said to have constituents at all.

The Pure Ego es a constitttent of a number of facts, and

the objects of the mind are constituents of some of these

facts. But this does not make the objects constituents
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of the mind. On the second form of the Pure Ego
theory the constituents of the mind are the Pure Ego
and the mental events which it orvns. Some of these
mental events are constituents of certain facts of which
the objects of the mind are also constituents. But this
again does not make the objects constituents of the
mind. On the theor ies which reject  the Pure Ego,
which rve have so far considered, the constituents of the
mind are mental  events.  Some of these mental  events
are constituents of facts of which the objects of the mind
are also constituents ; but this does not make the objects
of  the mind const i tuents of  i t .  The form of Non-Central
theory which we have norv to mention holds that the
mind is cotrtposed o/ its objects interrelated in certain
characteristic rvays. A total state of mind just is the
fact that a certain set of objects are related to each other
at  a certain moment in a certain rvay I  and a part icular
mental  event just  is  the fact  that  at  a certain moment a
certain object stands in certain relations to certain other
interrelated objects.

DiEcussion of the Alternative Theories. I have norv
stated and tried to explain all the alternative theories
about the uni ty of  the mind with which I  am acquainted.
I t  wi l l  be seen that they are very numerous; and that
none of them, with the possible exception of the third
form of Non-Central Theory, is so obviously sil ly that it
can safely be dismissed rv i thout discussion. And even
this third form of Non-Central Theory has been held
by such eminent men that i t  would be impert inent to
ignore i t .

Pluntlity of Relations of Reference. I will begin by con-
sider ing a quest ion which ar ises on al l  the al ternat ives,
v iz. ,  whether i t  is  necessary to assume a plural i ty of
different determinable relaticlns of refcrence to an object
as wel l  as a plural i ty of  d i f ferent determinable mental
qual i t ies.  I t  seems to me that i t  rvould not be possible
to dispense with a plural i ty of  d i l lerent determinable
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relations of reference on the first form of the Pure Ego

theory. Let us consider, e.g., the two attitudes of loving
and hat ing.  I t  is  impossible for  the same mind to love

and to hate the same object at the same time. If then
we suppose that the statement " X loves A " means t 'X

has the quality l, and stands in the relation of reference

to A",  and that the statementt tX hates A" means t tX

has the quality h, and stands in the same relation of

reference to A ", rve shall have to suppose that the

qual i t ies t  and h are incompat ib le rv i th each other.  But

it is quite certain that X can love A and hate B at the

same t ime. And, on the present analysis,  th is would

seem to require X to have at the same time the trvo in-
consistent qual i t ies /  and h.  Now, i f  X be a Pure Ego,
we cannot avoid this by supposing that one parl of X

has the qual i ty h and another part  has the qual i ty / ;

for  X rv i l l  not  have parts.  Hence i t  seems impossible
to accept this analysis on the first form of the Pure Ego

theory.  The same resul t  mav be brought out in a

different way. It is certain that I may cognise both A

and B, and desire A and not desire B at  the same t ime.
Now, i f  t t  X desires A "  means "  X cognises A and has
the qual i ty r l " ,  i t  rvould seem to fo l low that,  rvhen X

cognises both A and B and desires only A, X must both

have and not have the qual i ty d.  And this seems to be
impossible i f  X be a Pure Ego. Thus I  th ink rve may

conclude that the first form of the Pure Ego theory
requires a plural i ty of  d i f ferent determinable relat ions

of reference as wel l  as a plural i ty of  d i f ferent mental

qual i t ies.
This k ind of  d i f f icul ty does not ar ise on any theory

that admits of  a plural i ty of  existent mental  events in
the same total mental state. Take, e.g., the second

form of the Pure Ego theory. Here the statement
that "  X cognises A and B, desires A, and does not
desire B " may be reduced to " X orvns the events e.. and

e,,; e., and e,, both stand in the sanre relation of reference
to the objects A and B respectively ; and e., has, rvhilst
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e lacks, the quality /." There is no inconsistency in
this. Omitting for the present the third form of the
Non-Central Theory, I think we may say that it is
logically possible for all the other theories to account
for the facts without assuming a plurality of different
determinable relations of reference. Can we go any
further than this ?

When I try to analyse introspectively such referential
situations as seeing a chair, wanting my tea, loving my
friend, and hating nationalism, and when I compare
them with each other and rvith other situations which
I can introspect, I seem to be pretty certain of the
fol lowing proposi t ions.  ( r )  That in al l  these si tuat ions
an object is being cognised by me. (z) That in each
of them something is present beside this object, and
that there is an asymmetrical relation between this

something and the object. (3) That there is a qualita-

tive difference between the four situations which does
not consist in the fact that the objects differ in quality.
For I f ind that desiring my tea and merely thinking of
my tea differ in this way, although their objects are the
same. And I  f ind that  th inking of  my tea and thinking
of my chair do not differ in this way, although their

objects differ very greatly in quality. But I do not
find that introspection tells me with any certainty
whether this qualitative difference is (a) simply a differ-
ence in the quality of the non-objective constituents of
the situations, or (d) simply a difference in the asym-
metrical relations betrveen the two constituents, or (c) a
difference in both. Sti l l  (a) there are some facts which
make the alternative (a) somervhat plausible. There
are states which I can introspect, rvhich are called

" emotional moods ", such as crossness, restlessness,
etc. These seem to be non-referential mental states.
And it seems that certain emotional moods bear a
strong qualitative resemblance to certain emotions,
which are referential mental situations. E,9., there
is an obvious connexion betu'een the emotional mood
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of crossness and the enrotion of anger at sonre definite
object. And it rvould be plausible to express this rela-
tion by saying that anger is a state of crossness " directed
at" a certain cognised object, that desire is a state of
restlessness t 'directed at" a certain cognised object,
and so on. It seems plain to me that the relation of

" cognising " is not the same as the relation of " being
directed at " I but it does seem plausible to suggest
that no relations are involved in the various kinds
of referential situation except the two relations of
t tcognis ing "  and t tbeing directed at  "  an object  ;  and
that the characteristic differences between various kinds
of referential situation are wholly due to differences of
quality in that which cognises and is directed at the
object.

I do not suppose for a moment that this argument is
conclusive. In the first place, emotional moods rnay
really be emotions rvith highly indeterminate objects.
E.9., being cross may consist of being angry rvith

" things-in-general ". In that case the suggestion that
the various kinds of emotion are just so many different
kinds of emotional mood " directed at " objects breaks
down. Secondly, it is perfectly possible that the rela-
tion which the emotional mood of crossness bears to an
object in the emotion of anger is a different relation
from that which the emotional mood of restlessness
bears to an object in the state known as tt desire ". I
do not think that introspection is capable of refuting
either of these possibil i t ies. So the upshot of the matter
is this. Except on the first form of the Pure Ego theory
there is no logical impossibil i ty in the attempt to d<r
without a plurality of different determinable relations
of reference to objects. Introspection, so far as I can
see, has also nothing conclusive to say against the
suggestion. And there are certain facts open to intro-
spect ion which s l ight ly favour i t .  The only other
point  in i ts support  is  the methodological  pr inciple
that entit ies are not to be needlessly multiplied. But
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this is only a guide for our procedrrre ; it is not a larv
which is binding upon Nature.

Re.ferential and Non-Referenlial Situations and t/te T/tird
Fonn o1f Non-Central Theory. I must now remind the
reader of  a dist inct ion which we drew in Chapter VI,
which I have so far kept in the background in this
chapter in order to avoid excessive complication. It
wi l l  be remembered that we dist inguished si tuat ions
into (a) those which do and those which do not refer to
epistemological objects, and (b) those which do and
those which do not contain objective constituents. These
two distinctions rve expressed respectively by the phrases
ttre[erent ia l  "  and ((  non-referent ia l  "  and by the phrases
t 'object ive" and "non-object ive".  I t  wi l l  be remem-
bered that we said that there are probably mental events
rvhich are non-objective and non-referential, e.g.) vague
feelings ; that probably all mental situations which are
referential are also objective ; and that possibly there
are mental  s i tuat ions,  such as pure sensat ions of  sounds,
coloured patches, etc. ,  which are object ive but non-
referent ia l .  Final ly,  we must remember that ,  in per-
cept ion,  m€mor/r  etc. ,  the object ive const i tuent of  the
situation cannot be identif ied with the epistemological
object of the situation or with the ontological object
( i f  there happens to be one) which corresponds to th is
epistemological object. The position is that to " refer
to such and such an epistemological object" is a property
of any situation which has such and such a structure
and such and such an object ive const i tuent.  There may
be no ontological object corresponding to this : and,
even i f  there should be one, i t  cannot as a rule be ident i -
f ied rv i th the object ive const i tuent of  the s i tuat ion.  And
rve have seen grave reason to doubt rvhether, even in
the case of  ver id ical  perceptual  and memory-si tuat ions,
the object ive const i tuent is ever l i teral ly a part  of  the
ontological  object  rvhich corresponds to the s i tuat ion.

Bear ing these facts in mind, we can see that the
var ious al ternat ive theor ies have been stated too simply
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as regards referential situations. Such an event as .,I

am seeing a chair " cannot really consist in the fact that
a certain Pure Ego is norv standing in a certain relation
to a certain chair ;  at  best  i t  can only consist  in the fact
that a certain Pure Ego is standing in a certain relation
to a certain sensum. If the perceptual situation be
veridical this sensum also stands in a certain peculiar
relation to a certain chair ; but at that stage we have
left the pqrchological analysis of minds and mental
events, and are entering the region of epistemology and
ontology. Similar remarks applI, mutatis mutandis, to
referential situations on all the alternative theories.
Suppose we hold that a referential situation consists in
the fact that a certain euent, and not a certain Pure Ego,
stands in a certain relation to a certain objecl We
must sti l l  recognise that the object to which the event
stands in th is relat ion is not the chair ,  or  table,  or  what
not, rvhich corresponds to the epistemological object of
the situation ; even if there be such a thing, as there
often is not. The object to which the event stands
in th is relat ion is a certain sensum or image ;  and the
further question whether there is an ontological object
corresponding to the epistemological object of the situa-
t ion,  and, i f  so,  how the sensum or image is related to
this ontological object, does not arise in the psychological
analysis of  the s i tuat ion.

Since these remarks apply equally to all theories
about the structure of the mind they do not directly
help us to decide between the various alternatives. But
they enable us to say something further about the third
f<rrm of the Non-Central theory, i.e., the view that a
nrind is composed of its objects, suitably interrelated,
and that it has no other constituents. The natural inter-
pretation of this theory would be that the mind consists
of  the chairs,  tables,  people,  p ink rats,  unicorns,  etc. ,
rvhich it is said to be " aware of " 1 i.e., that its con-
stittrents are the objects rvhich it refers to, and that it
has no other constituents. Now this is certainlv false.
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When a drunkard perceives a pink rat it is impossible
that one of  the const i tuents of  h is mind can be the pink
rat that he is perceiving; for there are no pink rats to
be constituents of anything. And in general we may
say that, even rvhen there is an ontological object
corresponding to a referential state of mind, t lt is object
is not a constituent of the state and, a fortiori, is not a
const i tuent of  the mind. Thus the theory that  the

const i tuents of  the mind are what rvould commonly be
cal led i ts ( 'objects" has no plausibi l i ty  whatever i f  by

" its objects " you mean the things to which it refers in
its referential states of mind. The theory is worth dis-
cussing only on the assumption that by " its objects "
we mean the objectiue constituents of its objective states
of mind. The difference between the two alternatives
is roughly this. On the first interpretation the theory
asserts that the constituents of the mind are the things
that it perceives, the eaents that it remembers, and so on.
This, as I have said, may be rejected at once as absurd.
On the second interpretation the theory asserts that the
constituents of the mind are the appearances to it of the
things that it perceives, of the events that it remembers,
and so on. This, so far as I can understand, is the
form of the theory which Mr Russell defends in his
Analysis of Mind; and it is certainly the only form of it
which is capable of defence. Now, such a theory makes
certain assertions and certain denials. (t) It asserts
that sensa and images are const i tuents of  minds. (z)  I t
denies that they have any other constituents. (S) Mr
Russell further asserts that sensa are constituents of
physical objects, though he is not bold enough to assert
that images are constituents of past events. We may
leave this third assertion, which is not strictly relevant
to our present discr-rssion, and confine ourselves to
(I )  and (z) .

The assertion (r) would not commonly be regarded as
particularly startl ing. Probably most philosophers in
the past have regarded sensa and images as constituents
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of minds. The di f ference between them and Mr Russel l
here is simply that he regards sensa as being con-
st i tuents of  physical  objects as wel l  as being const i tuents
of minds, whi lst  they would almost certainly have held
that what is a const i tuent of  a mind cannot also be a
const i tuent of  a physical  object .  I t  is  in the denial
(z)  that  Mr Russel l 's  theory would commonly be held to
be paradoxical .  I t  would commonly be held that  any
mind contains other const i tuents beside sensa and images.
In so far  as Mr Russel l  denies that a mind contains a
perfect ly unique const i tuent-a Pure Ego- in addi t ion
to sensa and images a great many psychologists
and phi losophers u 'ould agree with him. But most
people would say that,  i f  the mind had no const i tu-
ents except sensa and images, i t  would be impossible
to account for the distinction between non-objective
mental events, such as feeling cross or t ired, and objec-
t ive mental  events,  such as sensing a f lash or seeing a
gun. I  am not at  a l l  c lear what answer Mr Russel l
rvould make to th is object ion.  At certain points in his
Analysis of Mitzd he makes great play with ,, feelings "
of various specific kinds, €.{., " belief-feelings ", ,, feel-
ings of  fami l iar i ty" ,  . . feel ing of  real i ty " ,  and so on.
But he does not seem to make it very clear what he
supposes these " feelings " to be. Are they supposed
to be sensa or images of  a pecul iar  k ind? I f  so,  the
words t t  sensum " and . ,  image "  are being used with so
wide a meaning that the statement that the only con-
st i tuents of  the mind are sensa and images is hardly
worth making. For i t  amounts to l i t t le more than a
denial  of  the Pure Ego theory;  and Mr Russel l  pre_
sumably intended to do more than f log what mosi  of
his contemporaries rightly or wrongly regard as a dead
horse. I  not ice that  whenever Mr Russel l  is  deal ing
rvi th a plainly object ive mental  state,  such ."  .  

- " -o.r ,or  a bel ief ,  he introduces a . . feel ing" in addi t ion t . ,  .
group of  ordinary sensa and images. Moreover,  i t  is
crf no use to say simply that a belief, e.g., is such and
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such a group of sensa or images {'accompanied by "

such and such a feeling. This phrase " accompanied

by " must stand for some more specific relation than

mere coexistence within the same total mental state.

For, at a given moment I may believe one proposition

and merely suppose another proposition. If a belief-

feeling " accompanies " the first set of images and

sensa, it must equally " accompany " the second set,

unless " td accompany " means something more specific

than to " coexist with in the same total mental state ".

And it is evident that Mr Russell tnast mean something

more specific by " accompaniment " I for the belief is to

be distinguished from the contemporary supposition by

the fact that a certain feeling " accompanies " the one

set of  images and does not t taccompany "  the other and

coexistent set of images.

Now, I  understand Mr Russel l 's  programme in the

Analysis of Mind to be roughly the following. I think

he wants to show (a) that the ultimate constituents of a

mind have no qualit ies rvhich are not also possessed by

const i tuents of  th ings which are not minds. In support

of  th is he asserts that  the only const i tuents of  a mind

are sensa (which he believes to be also constituents of

physical objects) and images (rvhich, though not con-

stituents of physical objects, are supposed to differ from

sensa only in their causal characteristics and their

spatio-temporal relations and not in their qualit ies).

(D) That the characteristically " mental " property of

reference to such and such an epistemological object is

completely analysable into causal  and other relat ions,

which occur separately or in other combinations among

physical things. (r) That the characteristic qualit ies of

certain groups of  sensa and images within a mind, and

the characteristic relations of such groups to each other,

are completely analysable into qual i t ies and relat ions

which occur separately or in other combinat ions among

groups of  sensa rvhich are not contained in minds.

And (d) that, consequently, even if introspection be
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possible, it has nothing special to teach us. I hope
that th is is a fa i r  account of  what Mr Russel l  is  t ry ing
to do.

Now it seems to me that, so long as such a cloud of
darkness hangs over the nature of " feelings " and the
nature of the relation of " accompaniment ", it is doubt-
ful whether Mr Russell has even begun to fulf i l  this
programme. If a " belief-feeling", e.g., be neither a
sensum nor an image, then presumably some of the
ul t imate const i tuents of  the mind do possess qual i t ies
rvhich are not possessed by the constituents of physical
objects, and section (a) of the programme is abandoned.
Nor is the case very much better if rve suppose that a
feeling is either (a) a single sensum or image, or (B)
a certain group of sensa or images, which possesses a
peculiar " feeling-quality" in addition to the ordinary
qual i t ies of  sensa and images. I t  is  extremely hard to
bclieve that a sensum could possess the quality of

"  fami l iar i t l "e e.{ . ,  when i t  rvas only a const i tuent of  a
physical  object  and not a const i tuent of  a mind. And,
i f  ( ' fami l iar i ty "  or  "  convict ion "  be qual i t ies of  certain
groups of sensa or images, it is extremely hard to
believe that they can be anything but etttergent qualit ies
of such groups; i.e,, qualit ies which are possessed b1,
groups having such and such a structure and such and
srrch constituents br.rt are not dcducible ifrolt a knowledge
of the structure of  the group and the qual i t ies of  i ts
const i tuents.  On ei ther al ternat ive there wi l l  be speci f ic
and unanalysable tuntol qualit ies. And this directly
wrecks sect ion (c)  of  Mr Russel l 's  programme, and
indirect ly wrecks sect ion (d).  For,  i f  "  fami l iar i ty " ,
e.{., be a quality which attaches to a sensum 'only

when i t  becomes a const i tuent of  a mind, or i f  i t  be an
e,ttergent quality of groups of sensa or images which
occvr only wi th in minds, introspect ion wi l l  have some-
thing to teach us rvhich we can learn from no other
source. Introspect ion wi l l  not  indeed disclose any
ul t imate existent const i tuent rvhich we might not have
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met wi th in ordinary percept ion ;  but  i t  rv i l l  d isclose
certain qualit ies rvhich rve could never have met rvith
otherrvise, and it tvi l l  disclose the fact that these qualit ies
belong to groups which have such and such a structure
and such and such const i tuents.

Final ly,  I  th ink i t ' is  extremely l ikely that  there are
character ist ical ly t tmental"  forms of  structure,  which
cannot be analysed in terms of relations which hold
betrveen sensa that are not constituents of minds. At
an,\ ' rate I cannot see that Mr Russell has produced any
ground for doubting this proposition. Let us take an
e.xample. We are told that the difference betlveen a
mere t 'sensat ion "  and a . r  percept ion "  consists in the
fact that in one case a sensum occurs rvithout, and in
thc other case rv i th,  certain . ,accompaniments" in the
way of other sensa, bodily feelings, images, etc. And
we are to ld that  these t taccompaniments "  are expl icable
by mnemic causat ion,  rvhich is not pecul iar  to minds
but occurs in purely physiological and biological phe-
nomena also. To this I answer that the blessed word
"accompaniment" te l ls  us nothing. The essent ia l  point
is, that in the perceptual situation these various factors
do not merely coexist, but are related in a perfectly
unique way to form that perfectly unique kind of whole
rvhich rve call a "perception of so-and-so". The unique-
ness of  th is k ind of  whole is in no way impugned by the
statement that it is due to mnemic causation and that
mnemic causat ion occurs also outside the mind. I t  is
no doubt true that the other factors in a perceptual
situation rvould not be added to the sensum which is its
objective constituent unless the mind had the powers of
retent iveness, reproduct ion,  and so on. And i t  is  no
doubt true that we find porvers of retentiveness, repro-
duct ion,  and so on, in l iv ing bodies as wel l  as in minds.
This does not alter the fact that, in the perceptual
s i tuat ion,  these var ious factors which are due to mnemic
causation are fused with each other and rvith the ob-
jective constituent in a perfectly unique and character-
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istic way, to which (so far as we knorv) there is no
analogy outside the mind. Thus i t  seems to me that
IlIr Russell has failed to show that there are not specific
and unanalysable t tmental  "  re lat ions between di f ferent
const i tuents of  the same mind.

I may now sum up my remarks on the third form of
the Non-Central  theory as fo l lows. (r)  I t  is ,  of  course,
open to any general objections which there may be to
Non-Central theories as such. (z) lt i t be taken to
assert that the constituents of the mind are the objects
that it perceives, the events that it remembers, and so
on, it is certainly false. For in many cases there is no
ontological object which corresponds to a perceptual
s i tuat ion,  and no event which corresponds to a memory-
si tuat ion.  And, even rvhen such si tuat ions are ver id ical
and have ontological objects which correspond to their
epistemological objects, these ontological objects are
not constituents of the situatious, and, a fortit,r i, are not
const i tuents of  the mind rvhich orvns the s i tuat ions.  (S)

The theory must, therefore, be accepted, if at all, in
something l ike Mr Russell 's form of it, rvhich makes
the constituents of the mind to be the sensa and images
which are appearances to it of the objects that it per-
ceives and the events which i t  remembers.  But,  even
in th is form, i t  requires "  feel ings "  in addi t ion to
ordinary sensa and images ; and specific relations be-
tween certain feelings and certain groups of sensa and
images. And at that stage it differs very l itt le from the
other forms of Non-Central theory. The difference con-
sists mainly in the fact that Mr Russell regards sensa as
constituents of physical objects, whilst most philosophers

who would admit  that  sensa are const i tuents of  the mind
would deny that they are also constituents of physical

objects. But this is a difference about the nature of
physical objects, and not a difference about the contents
and structure of the mind. (4) I have also tried, inci-
dentally, to show that Mr Russell has accomplished litt le,

if anything, of his attempt to get rid of the uniqueness
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of mind. .The fact is, that the more one insists on the
community of stuf between mind and its objects, the
more one wil l have to insist on the radical differences of
structure between the two, and on the emergence of nerv
qualities in those structures which are peculiar to mind
as contrasted with matter.

Central and Non-Central Theoies. We can norv con-
sider the great division of theories.about the unity of
the mind into Central and Non-Central theories. I wil l
begin wi th two prel iminary remarks:  nei ther of  them
is conclusive, and they bear in opposite directions.
(r) The prina facie presumption in favour of Central
theories and against Non-Central theories is the common
usage of language, rvhich strongly suggests the exist-
ence of a Centre. We say : " f am thinking of this
book, and wanting my tea, and feeling tired, and re-
membering the tie that my friend wore yesterday."
This certainly suggests that " I " is the proper name of
a certain existent which stands in a common asymmetric
relation to all those contemporary mental events. We
say further: ".I, rvho am now doing and feeling these
things, lvas yesterday doing, thinking, wanting, and
feel ing such and such other th ings."  And this certainly
suggests that  ( ' I  "  is  the proper name of something
which existed and was a centre yesterday as well as
to-day. Now, as I have said before, it is unwise either
to follow blindly the guidance of language or to ignore
it altogether. Supporters of Non-Central theories can
reply that they too admit that there is something which
can be called " I ". It is not indeed a constituent of
my empirical self ; i t is the rvhole complex of inter-
related mental events rvhich are said to be " mine ".
To this I think that the following answer must be made.
No doubt the ordinary man would f ind i t  d i f f icul t  or
impossible to tell us rvhat he is referring to when he
uses the word " I"  ;  but  i t  is  extremely doubtful  rvhether
he means to refer simply to the fact that the mental
events rvhich he calls " his " are interrelated in certain
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characteristic ways. I doubt whether anyone except a
philosopher engaged in philosophising believes for a
moment that the relation of ,, himself " to .. his tooth-
ache " is the same relation as that of the Brit ish Army
to Private John Smith. Now, I am not suggesting that
we should accepta theory because it seems to be implied
by the statements of plain men. God forbid ! But I
do suggest that any'satisfactory theory must account
for the fact that plain men and philosophers in ordinary
life express themselves in language which strongly
favours one alternative. Now, as I have said in Chapter
IV, I can quite understand that a unity of centre might
appear to be a pure unity of system if the Centre were
such that it could not be directly inspected. But I
cannot imagine any reason why what is in fact a pure
unity of system should appear to be a unity of centre.
That the mind does a??ear to be of the latter kind
seems pretty certain. And I think that this fact must
be regarded, pro tanto, as favouring Central Theories.

(z) The main preliminary argument against Central
theories and in favour of Non-Central theories is the
alle'ged fact that no Existent Centre can be directly
observed ; that the Centre is in fact postulated ad hoc to
explain 'the observed unity, and, if the unity can be
explained without it, so much the better. This kind of
argument has been used at two different stages in the
history of the subject. (a) It has been used in favour of
Non-Central theories asagainst Central theories. (b) In
these latter days it has been carried further, and used in
favour of the third form of Non-Central theory. For, it
has been said that we cannot directly observe relations
between the mind and its objects. When we try to
introspect, it is alleged, we find ourselves merely ea-
specting rvhat I have called the r. objective constituents "
of mental situations, r '.a., sensa and images. Hence it
is more prudent to take the view that the mind consists
of nothing but such objective constituents interrelated in
certain characteristic ways. I have dealt incidentallv
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with both these arguments in the chapter on Intro-
spection. The fact that the Centre never becomes an
object of introspection is no objection to the existence
of a Centre unless a Centre be the sort of thing which
we might reasonably hope to be able to introspect
if i t existed. r Now, if there were a Centre which is a
non-objective constituent of all our mental states, it
seems unreasonable to expect that it could also be an
objective constituent of some of our states. To put the
matter generally : - The relation of acquaintance is
essentially asymmetrical, and this implies that the term
which has acquaintance cannot be identical with the
term with which it is acquainted. Thus, if there were a
Centre, it could not be acquainted with itself as a whole.
Now, if the Centre were a Pure Ego, it would have no
parts ; hence, if i t could not be acquainted with itself as
a rvhole, it could not be acquainted with itself at all.
On the other hand, it might be acquainted with facts of
rvhich it is a constituent I and, by comparing and re-
flecting on these facts, it might come to a discursive
knowledge of its own existence and nature. If the
Centre were not a Pure Ego, but were a Central Event
of long duration and very uniform quality, there is no
reason why situations should not arise, in which the
non-objective constituent is a later slice of this long
event and the objective constituent is an earlier slice of
this same long event. But then it is by no means
certain that such situations do not arise. If the centre
be a continuous strand of very uniform bodily feeling it
is by no means certain that I cannot now remember the
particular slice of this strand which formed the Centre of
my total mental state some time ago. It seems to mc
theref<rre that there is very l itt le in this preliminary
objection to Central theories.

As regards the further extension of this argument in
favour of the third form of the Non-Central theory I can
only repeat what I said at the end of Chapter VI. The
argument seems to assume that, if objective mental
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situations consisted of an objective and a non-objective

constituent related in a certain way' the relati<ln (rvhich

is an universal)  must be known in the sanle way as the

objective constituent (rvhich is a particular). And this

demand is absurd. It also seems to forget that some of

the constituents of a total situation may be sensed or felt

though they cannot be selected or inspected. In that

case they may be there in addititln to the objective con-

stituent, and lve may knozu that they are there (as it

seems to me that we do), altht-rugh rve do not at the

time inspect anything but the objective constituent.

So rnuch for the two preliminarv arguments. Neither

is very strong and they cut in opposite directions ; so

that at rvorst we may regard them as neutralising each

trther. But, on the rvhole, the argument for Central

theories frorn the facts of language seems t<l rne to be

slightly stronger than the argument agairtst Central

theories fronr alleged negative facts about intrt lspection.

For the f i rst  argument does remind us of  a certain vcry

pcrsistent " appearance " rvhich any satisfactory theory

about the uni ty of  the mind wi l l  have to "  save "  ;  and i t

is certainly easier to " save " it on the Central than on

the Non-Central type of theory. And the second

argument does seem to consist  in doubt ing the real i ty

t-rf something merely because it is not knorvn in a

particular way in which, from the nature of the case' it

coald not be known euen if it u'ere real,

I pass now to rvhat seems to me to be the really

crucial question betrveen Central and Non-Central

theor ies of  the uni ty of  the mind. This quest ion

concerns the nature of  mental  eventsr and nray be put

as f<r l lows: t tCan we take the not ion of  t  tnental  event '

as fundamental ,  and def ine the ncl t ion of  'mental  sub-

stance'  in ter tns of  mental  events and certain relat ions

betrveen them ? Or must we conceive a '  mental  event '

as consisting in the fact that a certain Centre has at

a certain t ime such and such a determinate qual i ty,  or

such and such a determinate relat ion to other th ings?"
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In order to deal with this question it wil l be wise to
consider the partly (but only partly) analogous question
of material events and material substances. It seems
easier to take the not ion of  . .mater ia l  event t 'as funda-
mental and the notion of ,, material substance " as de-
rivative than to do l ikervise with the notions of ,.mental

event " and .. mental substance". But I believe that
this is due to the fact that most of us tacitly assume
something l ike the Newtonian theory of Absolute Space.
I  shal l  ( i )  show why this is so ;  ( i i )  show that,  or i  th is
view, we have not really got rid of a plurality of existent
substances as a fundamental notion ; and (i i i) show that,
on this view of material events, there is no very close
analogy between them and mental events I so that, even
if rve could take the notion of ., material event " as
fundamental  and the not ion of  r .mater ia l  substance "
as derivative by this means, we should have no reason
to suppose that rve could do l ikewise with the notions
of {(  mental  event "  and . .  mental  substance.t t

(i) If we think of Space as a kind of pre-existing
substance, we can of course think of a material event
as the fact that a certain region of .Space is character_
ised throughout at a certain moment by a certain
determinate form of a certain determinable quality (e.g.,
by a certain shade of a certain colour). Now the same
region of Space can be characterised throughout at the
same moment by determinate forms of a number of

stance at a certain moment consists in the fact that at
this moment a certain region of Space is characterised
throughout by determinate forms of certain determin_
able qual i t ies.  Again,  at  a given moment,  a number
of separated regions of Space may each be characterised
throughout by the same (or different) determinate forms
of the same determinable qual i t ies ;  and the intervening
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regions, which surround and separate these, may not
be characterised by these determinable qualit ies at all.
We can thus suggest with some plausibil i ty that a
plurality of contemporary total states of different co-
existing material substances consists in the facts just

mentioned. Finally, a certain region of Space may
continue for some time to be characterised throughout
by the same (or by continuously varying) determinate
forms of the same determinables; and may continue to
be surrounded by regions which are not characterised
by these determinables. It is plausible to suggest that
this is what we mean by saying that a certain material
substance has persisted and has rested for so long in
a certain place. Or, alternatively, the same (or con-
tinuously varying) forms of the same determinable
qualit ies may successively characterise a set of regions
which together make up a continuous region of Space,
which is surrounded by regions that are not character-
ised throughout this period by these determinables. It
is plausible to suggest that this is rvhat rve mean by
saying that a certain material substance has persisted
and has moved about during this period.

No doubt every one would admit that something more
than this is needed to complete the notion of persistent
material substances. But it might be suggested that
the " something more " is merely a causal unity between
those successive events rvhich are counted as successive
total states of the same material substance. This causal
unity would consist in the fact that the variations in the
determinate forms of these determinable qualit ies which
characterise successive total states of a single material
substance follow certain laws.

(i i) There are considerable diff iculties in this view, as
I pointed out in Chapter I, when we remember that
some material substances are homogeneous fluids and
not solid particles with definite boundaries separated by
regions of empty Space. But the point on which I want
to insist here is a different one. Even if i t be granted
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that by this means rve make the notion of particutar

mater ia l  substances ( l ike "  th is penny "  or  ' (  that  e lec-

tron ") derivative as compared rvith the notion of

mater ia l  events.  we must admit  in turn that  the not ion

of a mater ia l  event is not s i rnple and that i t  involves

the not ion of  something which can only be cal led a
tt substance." For what is a material event, on this

theory, but the fact that such and such a region of Space

is characterised throughout by such and such deter-

minate forms of  such and such determinable qual i t ies?

And rvhat is a region <lf Space, on this theory, but a

t imeless part icular in which somet imes one qual i ty '  some-

times several qualit ies, and sometimes perhaps noqualit ies,

inhere? And what is the plural i ty of  d i f ferent regions of

Space, in terms of  which the plural i ty of  coexist ing

material substances is defined on this theory, but a

plurality of t imeless particulars which differ solo nmnero ?

( i i i )  I t  is  p la in that  no form of Non-Central  theory

about mental events and mental substances could be at

all closely analogous to the above theory about material

events and substances. For the theory just described

is essentially a peculiar form of Central Theory. At

any given moment each total state of each material

substance has its own Centre, viz., a certain region

of Space which the substance is said to " occupy " at

that moment. But (a) successive total states of the

same material substance may have different Centres.

For, rvhen a material substance is said to '{ move about ",

the Centre of each of its successive total states is the

region which it is said to " occupy " at each successive

moment. And (d) the same Centre may at different

tinres unify total states of different material substances.

This happens if one material substance " moves ottt

of a certain place " and another material substance

" moves into this place ". For the region in question

rvould be first the Centre of an earlier total state of

the first rnaterial substance, and then the Centre of a

later total state of the second material substance.
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An analogous theory about mental  events and nr inds
rvould be a peculiar case of the first form of Pure Eg<t
theory. Every total mental state rvould be the fact that
a certain Pure Ego has such and such determinate forms
of such and such determinable qual i t ies at  a certain
moment. If there be a plurality of coexisting total
mental states, each of them rvil l  belong to a differcnt pure
Ego. But (a) successive total states of the same mind
might belong to different Pure Egos ; and (b) the same
Pure Ego might be the Centre of  successive total  states
of di f ferent minds. (These cases could ar ise only i f
there rvere changes in the mental realm analogous to
motion in the material realm ; and there might of course
be no reason to believe this, or positive reason to
disbel ieve i t . )

I  wi l l  norv srrm up the argument as far  as i t  has gone.
(a) The view that material events are logically prior t<t
mater ia l  substances is rendered plausible by the taci t
assumption of  something l ike Absolute Space, in Nervton's
sense. (1) But the analogous view about mental et.ents
and substances would be a form of Pure Ego theory,
and not a form of Non-Central theory. Hence (r) horv-
ever successful this type of theory may be for material
events and substances, its success cannot be used to
support by analogy a Non-Central theory of the unity
of the mind. On the contrary, the analogy rvould
support the first form of Pure Ego theory, though it
u 'ould suggest certain possibi l i t ies which have not
generally been contemplated by upholders of the pure
Ego theory.

'fhe next stage in my argument is this. I shall
consider (i) whether the theory that material events are
logically prior to material substances can be stated
and rendered plausible without the assumption of some-
thing l ike Absolute Space in Newton's sense. And
thcn ( i i )  I  shal l  consider wherher,  even i f  th is be so,
r lental  events and their  qual i t ies and relat ions bear
enotrgh analogy to material events and their qualit ies
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and relations to make a similar theory about mental
events and substances plausible.

(i) We must of course begin by admittingthe facts
which have already been described on the assumption
of Absolute Space in Newton's sense; and we must
then try to reinterpret them without this assumption.
Probably there are several alternative ways of doing
this ; but the following seems to me to be the easiest to
state briefly, and to be theoretically possible.

(a) I begin by distinguishing two fundamentally
different, though intimately connected, kinds of deter-
minable quality, viz., Positional and Non-Positional

Bualit ies. There are two generally recognised deter-
minable Positional Bualit ies, viz., Temporal and Spatial
Position. A Non-Positional determinable quality can
only be defined negatively as any determinable quality,
such as colour or temperature, which is not positional
l ike " being in such and such a place " or " being at
such and such a date ". (d) A completely determinate
form of any Non-Positional Buality can characterise a
number of numerically diverse particular existents.
Any particular existent which is characterised by some
determinate form of some Non-Positional Buality wil l
be called " an instance of that quality ". It wil l also
be called an instance of that determinate form of this
quality which characterises it. (r) Every particular
existent is characterised by some determinate form of
the determinable quality of Temporal Position. (d) All
the instances of certain Non-Positional Bualit ies must
also be characterised by some determinate form of the
determinable quality of Spatial Position. Such Non-
Positional Bualit ies wil l be called " Material Bualit ies ".
There are other Non-Positional Qualit ies whose in-
stances are not necessarily characterised by any deter-
minate form of the quality of Spatial Position. These
will be called " Immaterial Qualit ies ". (e) The same
particular existent cannot be characterised by different
determinate forms of the quality of Temporal Position ;
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i.e., every particular existent is instantaneous. ("f) It

a particular existent is characterised by the quality of

Spatial Position it cannot be characterised by two

different determinate forms of this quality ; i.e., all

particular existents rvhich are instances of Material

Bualit ies are punctiform as well as instantaneous. We

may therefore call them 'Point-Instants". (g) There can

be a plurality of particular existents having the same

determinate quality of Temporal Position and the same

determinate form of the same Non-Positional Quality.
If they be instances of a Material Quality they rvil l  of

course have to have different determinate forms of the

quality of Spatial Position. (h) There can be a plur-

ality of particular existents having the same determinate

form of the quality of Spatial Position and the same

determinate form of some Non-Positional Buality.
They wil l of course have to have different determinate

forms of  the qual i ty of  Temporal  Posi t ion.  ( i )  The

same particular existent may be characterised by deter-

minate forms of a number of different Non-Positional

Qualit ies. It is to be noted that nothing that we have

said precludes the possibil i ty that the same particular

existent may be an instance both of  Mater ia l  and of

Immater ia l  Qual i t ies.  I t  is  t rue that,  i f  i t  be charac-

terised by a Material Quality it trtttst be also character-

ised by the quality of Spatial Position ; and that, if i t

be characterised by an Immaterial Quality, it need not

be characterised by the quality of Spatial Position.

But rve have not said that what is characterised by an

Immaterial Quality cannot be characterised by the quality

of Spatiat Position. (7) Every particular existent is an

instance of  some Non-Posi t ional  Qual i ty in addi t ion to

being characterised by some determinate form of the

determinable qual i ty of  Temporal  Posi t ion.

So far we have considered only the instantaneous and

the punctiform. We take the fundamental constituents

of the material rvorld to be instantaneous punctiform

particulars, each of which has a determinate quality of
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Temporal Position, a determinate quality of Spatial
Posi t ion,  and determinate forms of  one or more Non-
Positional Bualit ies. Paulo ntalbta canat xus. (a) The
var ious determinate qual i t ies under the determinable of
Temporal  Posi t ion form a cont inuous one-dimensional
order, as, e.g., do the determinate qualit ies under the
determinable of  Temperature.  ( l t  used to be assumed
that al l  point- instants fa l l  into a s ingle temporal  ser ies.
The facts on which the Special Theory of Relativity
is based suggest that this is probably not true. They
suggest that, while every point-event falls into soue
series of this kind, they do not all fall into the sane
series. But we need not bother about these complica-
tions for the present purpose.) (/) The various deter-
minate qual i t ies under the determinable of  Spat ia l
Position form a continuous three-dimensional order, as,
e.g. ,  do the determinate qual i t ies under the determinable
of Colour.  Point- instants are thus ordered in var ious
rvays, and stand in various ternporal, spatial and spatio-
temporal  re lat ions to each other in v i r tue of  the deter-
minate qual i t ies of  Temporal  and Spat ia l  Posi t ion which
characterise each point-event. (r) Now there are certain
determinable qual i t ies which cannot character ise an in-
div idual  point- instant,  but  which can and do character ise
certain complex wholes composed of point-instants re-
lated to each other in certain rvays in v i r tue of  their
var ious Posi t ional  Qual i t ies.  I  rv i t l  cal l  these rrExten-

sional  Qual i t ies " .  ( r / )  The only Extensional  eual i ty
connected with Temporal Position and the relations
which i t  generates is Durat ion.  I f  a set  of  point- instants
vary cont inuously in their  qual i t iesof Temporal  posi t ion,
the whole composed of them has a certain determinate
durat ion,  rvhich depends upon the determinate relat ion
betrveen the determinate qualit ies of Temporal position
which character ise the f i rst  and the last  point- instant of
the set.  (e)  The Extensional  Bual i t ies connected rv i th
the qual i ty '  of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion are more compl icated,
because the determinates under the determinable of
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Spat ia l  Posi t ion form a three-dimensional  order.  We

have here the two interconnected determinable Exten-

sional  Qual i t ies of  Shape and Size.  There is no need

to go into elaborate details. If a rvhole composed of

point-instants is to have shape and size the first con-

di t ion is that  a l l  the point- instants shal l  have the same

determinate Temporal  Posi t ion.  The other condi t ion is

that the determinate qual i t ies of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion pos-

sessed by the various point-instants of the set shall vary

cont inuously.  The determinate shape and size possessed

by this complex whole wi l l  then depend on the deter-

minate relations bettveen the determinate qualit ies of

Spatial Position which characterise the various point'

instants which form the boundary of the set. We

might sum the matter up by saying that Extensional

Qualit ies are emergent from the relations between

different determinate forms of a determinable Positional

Bual i ty.  Posi t ional  and Extensional  Bual i t ies might

be classed together under the general name of " Structural

Qual i t ies "  I  and they might then be dist inguished from

each other by the names of  "  Pr imit ive" and "  Emergent"

Structural Bualit ies respectively.
( . f )  We must now draw some rather s imi lar  d ist inc-

t ions among Non-structural  Qual i t ies.  We may div ide

them f i rst  into those which can character ise indiv idual

point- instants and those which cannot.  The former

may be cal led "  Pr imit ive "  and the lat ter  "  Non-

pr imit ive " .  The Pr imit ive Non-str t tctural  Qual i t ies can

be subdiv ided into ( l )  those rvhich can character ise only

point-instants ; and (z) those which can characterise

both point- instants and extensional  rvholes composed

of sui tably interrelated point- instants.  These might be

dist inguished as t '  Non-extensible "  and "  Extensible "

Non-structural Qualit ies respectively. The Non-primi-

t ive Non-structurat  Qual i t ies might be subdiv ided into

(r) those rvhich can characterise any extensional whole,

no matter rvltat may be its determinate duration, shape,

or size ; and (z) those which can characterise only
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extensional  wholes which have a certain minimum size,
or duration, or a certain determinate shape, etc. The
former might be called ,. Homogeneous " and the latter
" Non-Homogeneous " Non-structural Qualit ies.

Granted all this, we can see how the notion of a
material substance can be defined. We will begin with
the simplest possible case, and gradually complicate it.
(a)  Imagine a set  of  point- instants which ful f i l  the
fol lorv ing condi t ions:  ( l )  They al l  have the same
determinate qual i ty of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion.  (z)  Their
determinate qualit ies of Temporal Position form a con-
tinuous series, so that the rvhole composed of these
point  -  instants has a certain determinate durat ion.
(3) Each of them is an instance of several determin-
able Material Qualit ies, the same in each case. And
each of them is an instance of the same determinate form
of any given one of these Material Bualit ies. A whole
of this kind is a material particle rvhich endures for
a period, stays in one place for that period, remains
unaltered in quality throughout the period, and at
each moment has a plurality of different states. (/) We
can now keep all the conditions as before, except that
the various point-instants are to have different deter-
minate values of  some of the determinable Mater ia l
Bualit ies which characterise them all. We norv have
a mater ia l  part ic le which endures,  stays in one place,
and has a plurality of state.s at each instant, but
changes in some respects during the period. (r) Now
alter condi t ion (r) .  Let  the var ious point- instants of
the series no longer all have the same determinate
qual i ty of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion.  Instead let  the derer-
minate qual i t ies of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion of  the successive
point-instants vary continuously from one to another.
The whole composed of these point-instants is now a
material particle rvhich endures, has at each instant
a plural i ty of  d i f ferent states,  changes qual i tat ively
as time goes on, and also moves about. (z/) We can
now further complicate matters by considering suc-
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cessive sets of  contelnporary point- instants.  Suppose

that each set consists of point-events rvhich are exactly

alike in all respects except that they have diflerent

determinate qual i t ies of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion.  And suppose

that these determinate qual i t ies of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion vary

cont inuously f rom one point- instant of  the set  to another.
'fhen the set as a rvhole rvil l  have some determinate size

and some determinate shape; i t  rv i l l  form a l ine,  or  an

area, or a volume. Suppose now that every point-

instant in th is set  is  a member of  a ser ies of  successive

point- instants of  the k ind which rve have cal led a

" material particle " and have described in (a) to (c).

Suppose further that every set of contemporary point-

instants,  such that one point- instant of  the set  belongs

to each of these material particles, is a rvhole of the

kind rvhich has Shape and Size. Then we have got a

persistent body of  f in i te spat ia l  d imensions. And we

could qui te easi ly def ine the condi t ions under rvhich we
should say (r)  that  th is body rests and keeps i ts shape
and size constant, or (z) that it rests and alters in shape
and size,  or  (3) that  i t  moves and keeps i ts shape and
size constant,  or  (4)  that  i t  moves and al ters i ts shape and
si te.  Last ly (e),  having got our f in i te persistent bodies,
rve can i  ntroduce Non -pr i  m i t ive Non-structural  Qual  i  t ies ;
st-rme of them might be Homogeneous, as perhaps mass
is;  others might be spat ia l ly  Heterogeneous, i .e.  requir-
ing a whole of  a certain nr in imrrm size to inhere in.  as
is probably the case rvith electric charge ; and others
rnight be temporally Heterogeneous, i.e., requiring a
wl ' ro le of  a certain mimimum durat ion to inhere in,  as
is probably the case rv i th magnet ic propert ies.

I have now tried to shorv in detail horv it rvould be
possible to take the notion of a material event as ftrnda-
rnental .  and to construct  the not ion of  mater ia l  sub-
stances out of it, u,it l tout assumirrg Absolr.rte Space in
Newton's sense, I t  is  to be noted that,  in another sense,
rve have assumed both Absolute Space and Absolute
'l ' irne. \f,/e have assumed that there are spatial and

ao
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temporal positional qualit ies, and that spatial and
temporal relations depend on them. Thus our theory
of Space and Time is absolute, in the sense that it is
not purely relational. But it is not absolute, in the
sense that it makes the points of Space and the moments
of Time to be existent substantives of a peculiar kind,
as Newton's theory does. The only existent substan-
tives which we assume are instantaneous punctiform
particulars, which have determinate qualit ies of Spatial
and Temporal Position and determinate forms of
determinable Non-positional eualit ies. Certain sets
of these form wholes which have the qualit ies of shape,
size, and duration, in virtue of the relations between
their Positional Bualit ies. Adopting a distinction of
Mr Johnson's, we may say that we have assumed an
"adject ival"  and not a , ,substant ival"  form of  the
Absolute Theory.

(i i) I can now pass to the second part of my argu-
ment. Granted that it is possible to take the notion of a
material event as fundamental and to derive the notion
of a material substance, without smuggling back the
notion of substance under the guise of Absolute Space
in Newton's sense, is it possible to do l ikewise with
mental  events and mental  substances?

First of all, what are the relevant differences betrveen
the facts in the two cases? The fundamental difference
seems to be this. Meutal qualit ies are rvhat I have
called " Immaterial" 1 i.e., although any existent par-
ticular which is an instance of a mental quality must
have some determinate quality of Temporal Position, it
need not (and, so far as we know, does not) have any
f<rrm of the quality of Spatial Position. It follows that,
although a series of instantaneous mental events may
form a rvhole which has the Extensionat Buality of
duration, a set of contemporary mental events wil l not
form a rvholewhich has the Extensional Qualit ies of size
and shape. Norv, if two contemporary nnterial events
have the same determinate form of the same Non-
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positional Buality, we know that they must have

different determinate forms of the quality of Spatial

Position. It is logically possible for there to be two

contemporary tnental events which have the same

determinate form of the same Mental Quality (e.9., it

is logicatly possible that there might be two precisely

similar contemporary thoughts of the same object' even

if there is reason to think that this is causally improbable

or impossible). Now there seem to be only two alterna-

tive ways of explaining this fact. The two precisely

similar thoughts must either belong to different Pure

Egos, or there must be some non-spatio - temporal

Positional Quality of which they possess different

determinate forms.
I said that there are only two conruonllt recogttised deter-

minable Positional Qualit ies, viz., Temporal and Spatial

Position. We now see that, if we want to make up a

theory of mental events and substances analogous to that

which we have suggested for material events and sub-

stances, we must assume a third determinable Positional

Quality which we might call the quality of " Mental

Position ". We must suppose that every mental event

is an instantaneous particular which has a certain deter-

rninate Temporal Position and a certain determinate

Mental Position. Two mental events may agree in every

other respect, provided that they differ in Temporal

Position ; and two mental events may agree in every

other respect, provided they differ in Mental Position ;
but they must have different determinate forms of one or

other of these Positional Qualit ies. With this assump-

tion it would, I think, be possible to take the notion of

" a mind " as definable. A total state of mind would be

an instantaneous particular existent, which (a) has a

determinate quality of Temporal Position, (D) has a

determinate quality of Mental Position, and (a) is an

irrstance of several differenf Mental Qualit ies. Suppose

nrlrv that there were a set of instantaneous eventsr having

thc follorving characteristics. (a) They all have the
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same determinate quality of Mental Position. (b) They
al l  d i f fer  in their  Temporal  Posi t ion,and theirdeterminate
qualit ies of Temporal Position form a continuous series,
so that they form a whole rvhich has a certain deter-
minate duration. (r) They all have the same determin-
able Mental Bualit ies. (d) They all have the same
determinate form of some of these Mental Bualit ies.
(a) Some of them have different forms of some of these
Mental Bualit ies, but these different determinate forms of
the same determinable Mental  Bual i ty vary cont inuously
from one instantaneous event of the set to another. Then
the rvhole thus formed might fairly be called a ,, mind ",
which endures, has a number of different mental ,, states "
at each moment, changes its states as time goes on, and
so on.

I t  wi l l  be not iced that the k ind of  endur ing whole
which I  have just  been descr ib ing as a . .  mind "  is  analo-
gous, not to a body, but to a material particle. And, for
reasons rvhich rv i l l  appear in a moment,  i t  wi l l  be better
not to cal l  th is very s imple k ind of  mental  whole a
t tmind " .  We tv i l l  cal l  i t  a ( ,mental  part ic le" instead.
I  wi l l  norv explain why I  make this suggest ion.  We
know thai  the determinate qual i t ies under the deter-
minable of  Spat ia l  Posi t ion form a cont inuous manif<r ld
of  three dimensions, l ike the determinate qual i t ies under
the deternr inable of  Colour.  Norv I  suggest that  the
determinate qual i t ies under the determinable of  l \ , Iental
Posi t ion may form a manifold of  more than one dimen-
sion ; and that, if this be so, we can form a conception
of the phenomena of  the Unconscious, of  Mtr l t ip le
Personal i ty,  of  ' fe lepathy,  and so on, in terms of  the
present theory.  A body consists of  a number of  mater ia l
particles, such that any set of contemporary poin t-instan ts
chosen fror.n each of these material particles forrns a
whole rvhich has a certain s ize and shape. And the
condi t ion for  th is is that  the deterrninate qtral i t ies of
Spat ia l  Posi t ion of  these point- instants vary cont inuously
from one point- instant of  the set  to another.  Norn,  sub-
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stitute mental particles, as defined above, for material

part ic les;  and subst i tute Mental  Posi t ion for  Spat ia l

Posi t ion.  Then, i f  the determinate qual i t ies under the

determinable of Mental Position form a manifold of

more than one dimension, a mind may be analogous to

a body and may have something analogous to size and

shape. ' fwo ent i re ly di f ferent minds might then be

analogous to two entirely separate bodies. Norv two

bodies may come into contact at certain times, and they

rnay touch each other at  a point ,  or  a long a l ine,  or  over

an area. Simi lar ly,  i f  the determinates under the deter-

minable of  Mental  Posi t ion form a manifold of  more

than one dimension i t  wi l l  be possible for  there to be

'r  mental  contact  "  of  var ious k inds betrveen minds, i f

a mind be rvhat I  am now suggest ing that i t  is .  This

might be rvhat happens rvhen telepathic communicat ion

takes place between two rninds.

I wil l norv consider horv the facts of Multiple Persr-rn-

al i ty might be explained in terms of  such a theory of

rnind as I  am now suggest ing.  I t  is  not  unreasonable

to suppose that al l  the rnental  events connected rv i th a

r;ertain l iv ing brain and nervous system have deterrninate

r l t ra l i t ies of  Mental  Posi t ion which fal l  wi th in certain

l inr i ts or are interrelated in some special  way. Let us

suppose, e.g. ,  that  the relat ive mental  posi t ions of  a l l

the mental  events connected rv i th a brain and nervous

s),stenr at  a given moment are such that these mental

cvents may be represented by points on the surface of  a

r;ertain sphere. It rvould be reasonable to suppose that

the determinate mental  posi t ions of  a l l  the mental  events

t l tat  belong t<l  a s ingle personal i ty are interrelated in

srrrnt, sti l l  more special rvay. Let us supposer e.g., that

the relat ive mental  posi t ions of  a l l  the mental  events

t l rat  belong to a s ingle personal i ty at  a given moment

i r rc such that these mental  events may be represented

ltS' a conlinuots series of points forming a grrdt citde on

r l re strr face of  the sphere.  Norv i t  might happen that

t l re nrerr ta l  events connected rv i th a s ingle brain and
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nervous system at a certain moment can be divided into
three sub-groups, as follows. (A) Those w-hose repre-
sentative points form a continuous great circle A on the
sphere. (B) Those whose representative points form
another continuous great circle B on the ,ph"r". (C)
Those whose representative points are isolated dots on
the sphere. The diagram below wil l make this plain.

Then the great circles A and
B will represent two contem-
porary total states of two person-
alit ies A and B connected with

B the same body. The points r
and t in which these two great
circles intersect wil l represent
mental events which are common
to the two personalit ies at this

moment. And the isolated dots, such as ?, wil l
represent mental events which are connected at the
moment with this brain and nervous system but do
not belong to any personality. It woulcl of course be
possible to represent any number of different person-
alit ies connected rvith the same body by introducing
other great circles continuously fi l led with mental events.
On this representation the relations between the person-
alit ies are symmetrical ; but it would be easy to devise
a representation of the case in which A shares all B's
mental events and has other mental events which are
not shared by B. E.g., B might be represented by the
same great circle as before ; A might norv be represented
by the upper henrisphere rvhich stands upon this,
supposed to be continuously occupied by mental events ;
rvhilst events that belong to neither might be represented
by isolated dots on the lower henrisphere.

It is needless to go into further detail. The essential
point to notice is that it would be diff icult to deal with
the facts of abnormal and supernormal psychology if we
ident i f ied a mind rv i th a s ingle mental  part ic le,  whi lst
it is easy to deal rvith them on the following rwoassump-
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t ions. (a) That the determinates under the determinable
of Mental  Posi t ion form a manifold of  several  d imensions;
and (D) that a mind consists of a number of mental
particles, such that the mental positions of contemporary
mental events from each particle vary continuously from
one mental event to another, so that a mind has some-
thing analogous to size and shape.

There is one other point to notice. It is almost
certain that  the Immater ia l  Non-Posi t ional  Qual i t ies
which we are fami l iar  wi th in the case of  minds are non-
homogeneous in respect to time. By this I mean that
they cannot characterise single instantaneous mental
events, but only wholes which are composed of certain
continuous series of mental events and have a certain
minimum durat ion.  I  th ink i t  very l ikely too that the
I\{ental Qualit ies with which we are familiar can char-
acter ise only wholes which have a certain minimum of

"  Mental  Extension " .

Conclusion. So far as I can see then, there is no a

friori objection to the vierv that the notion of " mental
event "  can be taken as fundamental  and that the not ion
of t '  mind "  or  t t  mental  substance "  can be der ived from
it .  I t  remains to be seen whether there are any special
empirical facts rvhich make for or against this view.
(r)  I  th ink that  i t  rvould have no part icular advantage
over the Pure Ego ttreory if rve rvere confined to the
psychology of  normal human minds. But i t  does
seem to have great advantages over the Pure Ego
theory when we are concerned with the facts of
abnormal and supernormal psychology ; just as the
r;orresponding theory about material substances has
very great advantages rvhen rve are concerned rvith
abnormal physical  facts,  such as mirror- images. I f
then it be equally capable of explaining the facts of
normal mental  l i fe,  i t  is  on the rvhole to be sl ight ly
preferred to the Pure Ego theory. (z) If one of these
far:ts be the appearancc of a Centre to each total mental
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state,  the present theory is qui te capable of  deal ing
rvith it. For it can allorv of a Central Event in every
total state of mind, though it cannot allorv that the
Centre is a Pure Ego. (3) I  th ink that  one empir ical
fact on which supporters of the Pure Ego theory have
relied is the fact of Personal Memory. Now this fact
has trvo s ides to i t ,  v iz. ,  a causal  and an epistemological
s ide.  (a) Causal ly considered, i t  is  just  a part icular
case of the fact that an event which has happened to
a substance in the remote past may partially determine
a present event in the same substance, al though there
has been nothing to shorv for  i t  in the interval .  This
kind of  causat ion is not pecul iar  to minds. And,
granted that i t  involves the persistence of  something
rvhich rve call a ,,trace", I have tried to show in
Chapter X that it is quite easy to conceive the per-
s istence of  a t race as the handing on of  a certain
structural or qualitative modification from one total
event to the next total event in a successive series
of specially interconnected total events. It does
not involve of  necessi ty the persistence of  a certain
substant ia l  const i tuent.  Hence the Pure Ego is not
required to account for memory on its causal side. (lr)
Epistemological ly the pecul iar i ty of  memory is that
the rnemory-si tuat ion c la ims to give us non- inferent ia l
and intui t ive knorvledge of  an event in our own past
history.  Natural ly,  memory di f fers f rom al l  non-mental
mnemic effects in the fact that it consists of a togtti l iz,e
event ; for the power to cognise is characteristic of
minds. But th is pecul iar i ty by i tsel f  does not necessi-
tate the assumption of  a Pure Ego, unless cogni t ion
as such is impossible wi thout a Pure Ego ;  and I  do
not th ink that  th is has been maintained. Thus. i f
Personal  Memory requires a Pure Ego, i t  must do so,
not because i t  is  causal ly dependent on persistent t races,
and not because i t  is  a form of cogni t ion,  but because
i t  c la ims t<-r  be a non- inferent ia l  and intui t ive cogni t ion
of an event iu otte's ozL,n past /tistot;t,. Norv there are
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trvo dist inct  points to be considered here,  v iz.  ( i )  that
I claim to have present acquaintance with a y'ast event ;
and ( i i )  that  I  c la im to knorv that  th is past event was a

state of ury mind.
( i )  I  do not see that the hypothesis of  a Pure Ego is

relevant to the f i rst  c la im. This c la im is that  there are

cogrr i t ive s i tuat ions rvhich,  as rvholes,  are present,  and

which contain as their  object ive const i tuents evet l ts

* 'h ich are past.  Supposing this to be possible at  a l l ,  I

do not see that the hypothesis of  a Pure Ego helps us

to understand the possibi l i ty  of  such si tuat ions.  I f  a
si tuat ion can be present in spi te of  the fact  that  one of
its constituents is past, it does not seem to matter
rvhether the other const i tuent be a t imeless Pure Ego or
a present event.  In fact  i t  is  s l ight ly 'easier to under-
stand the posi t ion on the lat ter  hypothesis than on the
former.  For,  on the lat ter  hypothesis,  the s i t t rat ion
rvhich is present contains a const i tuent which is present ;
rvhi lst ,  on the former,  i t  contains no const i tuent rvhich

rs present.
( i i )  l f  Personal  Memory requires a Pure Ego this

cannot then be because in Personal  Memory I  c la im to

have present acquaintance rv i th a past event ;  i t  must be

because I claim to recognise this past event as having

been a state of rnysal1r- Now, on the Pure Ego theory

to recognise that a past evellt was a state of myself is t<l

recognise that its subjective constituent is ntrmerically

the same Pure Ego as that which is the subject ive

const i tuent of  my present act  of  remembering. On other

theor ies i t  consists in recognis ing that the past event

stands in certain relat ions of  qual i tat ive resemblance,

t : : rusal  connexion, and ident i ty or cont inui ty of  mental

1>osi t ion,  wi th my present act  of  remembering and rv i th

other intermediate states which I  can remember.  I

cannot see that there is any more di f f icul ty in supposing

that rve could recognise the one kind of fact than the

other I  and I  cannot see that the power of  recognis ing

the second kind of fact requires the presence of a
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numerically identical substantial constituent common to
all our successive total states. Hence I do not think
that the facts of memory require the hypothesis of a
Pure Ego.

The upshot of the matter is that I can see no con-
clusive reasoning for rejecting or accepting the Pure
Ego theory;  and that I  th ink that  i r  is  perfect ly possible
to state a theory of the unity of the mind which does
not involve a Pure Ego. And, as the latter theory
seems better adapted to deal with the facts of abnormal
and supernormal psychology than the former, I am
inclined slightly to prefer it.

CHAPTER XIV

Status and Prospects of Mind in Nature

Ir is now time to gather together the various threads of

the earlier chapters, and to see whether we can come

to any conclusions about the probable position and
probable prospects of Mind in the IJniverse. It appears

to me that seucnteen different types of metaphysical theory

are possible theoretically on the relation between Mind

and Matter. I rvil l  f irst proceed to justify this very

startl ing statement, and to enumerate, ctassify, and

name the theories. Afterrvards I shall consider the

strong and weak points of each, and see whether we

can come to any tentative decision between them.

The Seventeen Types of Theory. In order to under-

stand the discussion that follows the reader should

refer back to the sect ion on Plural ism and Monism in

Chapter I, where I defined the notion of " Differenti-

at ing Attr ibutes "  and dist inguished them from other

kinds of attribute. He should also refer to Chapter II,

where I distinguished between those non-differentiat-

ing attributes which are " Emergent " and those which

are not. I propose here to call non-differentiating

:rttribtrtes which actually apply to certain things in

the world, but are not emergent, " Reducible Attri-

butes ". It wil l be necessary to introduce one further

clistinction rvhich we have not so far made use of. Some

attributes have application' i.c., there are things in the

Universe which have these at t r ibutes in some deter-

nr inate form. Other at t r ibutes have no appl icat ion.
' l 'he characteristic of being a fire-breathing serpent' or


